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 Operating Instructions 
 
Installation, start up and maintenance recommendation of HARMONY-Cast  resin transformers 
 

1. After Transport, Before Installation 
 
1.1) If any transportation damages are found, it shall be reported to the Transportation Company,   
        AREVA factory or AREVA agent locally. 
1.2) The transformer shall be lifted and carried by the lifting lugs. 
1.3) During loading and/or unloading of the transformer by crane, swaying movements should be avoided. As 

knocks against walls or other objects may cause damage to the HV-windings or may cause damage to 
spacers. 

1.4) The rollers shall be fitted. 
1.5) The transformer shall be pulled from the pulling eyes on the lower frame. It shall not be moved by  
        pushing on to the coils in any case!  
1.6) The off-loading has to be done carefully. 
1.7) Dust which accumulates on transformer during transport or storage should be cleaned by using    
       compressed  air. 
1.8) The storehouse shall be a covered place, which shall not be cooler than  -25°C. Transformers      
        in storage must be protected from  the direct sunlight and condensation water.     
 

2. Installation 
 
2.1) The transformer room must be dry and clean, the flowing of the water must be prevented. 
2.2) Adequate ventilation is to be provided for heat dissipation. 
2.3) For indoor installation care must be taken to place transformers at a distance from the wall in  
       keeping with insulation level mentioned in the rating plate as well as the requirements stipulated  in     
       standards. 
2.4) The spacing of the HV cables should be according to standards. 
2.5)  If the LV terminal is aluminium, The necessary precautions will be taken for  the copper cable or   
        copper bus bar  connection.  
2.6) The connection cables for transformer auxiliary shall be fixed rigidly to cable channels adequately    
        Isolated from active parts as per the requirements of standards. 
2.7) Check all the screws on HV coils and on LV connections, if necessary tighten according to the  
       Following table. 
2.8) The requirements of the local authority have to be complied with in addition to the    
        instructions given here. 
 
 • Max. Torsional moment of bolts for HV-tapping’s in the HV-winding: 
 

M8: 12 Nm M10: 19 Nm M12: 32 Nm M16: 81 Nm 

 
 • Max. Torsional moment of HV and LV-copper connections of bus-bars and cables: 
 

M8: 20 Nm M10: 43 Nm M12: 72 Nm M16: 175 Nm 

 

3. Start up *) 
 
3.1) Check the transformer data given in the rating plate. 
3.2) Control the earthing of the transformer on the upper frame. 
3.3) Check the phase connections. 
3.4) Bolts for the tapping’s and HV terminations have to be checked to comply with torsional      
       moment requirements. 
 

                  

 
3.5) The cleanness of the HARMONY – transformer can be checked by using a 2500 V megger, to check  
       insulation resistance of HV/earth, LV/earth and HV/LV. 
       The approximate values of resistances are: 
 

HV / Earth > 2000 MΩ LV / Earth > 2000 MΩ HV / LV > 2000 MΩ 

 
3.6) All metal parts, cable remains or tools must be removed prior to switching on the transformer. 
3.7) Tap changing can be proceeded as below: 
 - The transformer is off-circuit. 
 - Move up the tapping link. 
 - Choose the appropriate position number for the end work regulation referring to the rating plate. 
 - Mount the tapping link acc. to the position plate, which is located right down the rating plate.   
               (Look for the max. torsional moment) 
3.8) Check the function of temperature protection system. 
3.9) Attention!!! Avoid any contact with HARMONY-cast resin transformer during services. 
 
       Should there be any uncertainties, please contact AREVA factory or AREVA agent locally. 
 

4. Maintenance recommendation *) 
 
4.1) In principle HARMONY-cast resin transformers are maintenance free if the  cooling air is not   
       prevented from circulating around the HARMONY transformers fitted with enclosure.   
       Once in a time, visual inspection (Please respect the electrically safety distances),   
       depending on the environmental conditions, without disconnecting the transformer should be  
       made. Should maintenance be needed on customer wishes, please proceed as follows: 
4.2) Prior to starting maintenance work, the transformer should be de-energised. 
4.3) All terminations should be earthed and short-circuited. 
4.4) Under normal working and environmental conditions checking of firmness of terminations and    
       tapping links and cleaning of transformer with dry compressed air or nitrogen once a year is    
       necessary. The frequency of cleaning depends on the pollution of environment. 
4.5) Check the painting of iron parts, and if necessary touch up. 
4.6) Check the torque moments for earthing, tap charging screws and for HV-connections.  
       (Look for the max. Torsional moment) 
4.7. Check the function of temperature protection system. 
 

5.) Proposals  for Health & Safety 
 
5.1) Safety barrier must be formed in the working area. Non-authorized people must be kept  
       away during the erection and commissioning. 
5.2) Operators should not be allowed to work without their personal protection equipments. 
5.3) Instead of using human power, crane or other kind of herdling equipments must be used to carry  
       transformer accessories. 
5.4) When a safety risk noticed, work must be stop until the risk is eliminated. 
 

*) Transformer installation and start up shall only be done by competent technical staff. 
 

Attention!!!!  This operation instruction should be displayed at a 
convenient position in the storage depot. 
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